Poi & Wellbeing
Spin Your Health Around

What is Poi?
Poi is a ball on a cord which is swung in circular patterns around the body. Poi originated
with the Māori of New Zealand, and it is believed they were originally used to train
strength and flexibility, as well as being a form of entertainment. Today, people of
all cultures, ages, and abilities are practicing poi as a form of play, performance, and
exercise. At SpinPoi, we're passionate about helping people discover the joy and power
of this Māori taonga (treasure), and how it can be used to keep the mind and body fit.

“

Practicing poi helps keep the brain alive. It’s stimulating. It’s fun.
It requires complex actions that keep the body and mind engaged.
Poi just might help delay the onset of diseases that strike in old
age like dementia.

- Sir Richard Faull, KNZM FRSNZ, Neuroscientist, Distinguished Professor

Poi’s Proven Benefits
SpinPoi Founder and CEO Dr. Kate Riegle van West conducted a scientific study at the University
of Auckland to measure the effects of poi on health for older adults. The double-blind randomised
controlled trial found that after just one month of poi practice, participants significantly improved
their grip strength, balance, and attention.1 These are exciting results, especially when thinking about
maintaining good quality of life as we age.
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Hand strength is an important
predictor of bone mineral density, likelihood of falls, general
disability, and overall mortality.

Falls lead to 20-30% of mild
to severe injuries, and are the
underlying cause of 10-15%
of all emergency department
visits.

Our ability to choose and concentrate on certain stimuli is necessary
for every day functioning, from driving to holding a conversation.

Dr. Riegle van West conducted subsequent trials at the Auckland City Hospital and New Zealand aged
care facilities. Data from staff and participants across all levels of care were collected. 93% of aged
care residents (73/75 people) and 90% of hospital patients and (18/20 people) reported wanting to
continue their poi practice.
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“

Poi could potentially be one of the most affordable and effective interventions globally
to alleviate depression, loneliness and isolation in older adults. We have seen our older
residents smile or laugh out loud, socialize
and develop new friendships, and engage
both their minds and their bodies despite
their age and physical or cognitive abilities.
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“

I had cramps in my hands so bad I couldn’t
do anything, and after loosening it up with
the poi they’re as good as gold. It’s done me
wonders.
Independently living resident,
Ryman retirement village
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1. Riegle van West, K., Stinear, C., & Buck, R. (2019). The Effects of Poi on Physical and Cognitive Function in Healthy Older Adults. Journal of aging and physical activity, 27(1), 44-52.

Beyond the Science
In addition to the scientifically proven health benefits, poi has a myriad of
qualities that make it an excellent tool for keeping the mind and body engaged.
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Fun is an important
quality for a therapeutic tool: if something is fun, you just
want to do it! Plus
play has profound
health benefits.

Poi is adaptable for
all ages and abilities
(e.g. poi can be heavy or light, done
sitting or standing,
with simple or complex movements).

Poi doesn’t require complex equipment or technology,
making it a cost effective solution for
individuals and organisations.

There are infinite
possibilities for unleashing your creativity through making
poi as a craft activity
and exploring different poi movements.
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The mind is like the
body in that if you
don’t use it, you
lose it! Poi has been
scientifically proven
to engage and benefit both.

Group poi classes
provide social connections and camaraderie, which are
especially important
for combating loneliness as we age.

Poi is easy to integrate into daily life
and into existing
exercise and wellbeing
programs
as it can be done
anywhere, any time.

Practicing poi is an
excellent opportunity
to broaden our cultural awareness by actively engaging with a
precious Maori taonga (treasure).

People across the globe
are experiencing the
power of poi...

"

I had a stroke to the right side of
my brain effecting the left side of
my body. I just about lost all coordination in my left hand, but spinning poi has gotten my arm motion and finger coordination back
in check. I can open and close my
hand again, and move my arm all
the way around in circles.

"

- Misty

"

[After learning poi] I noticed that
my thinking had changed to a
more positive tone and I felt my
depression, stress and anxiety disappear. I also noticed my coordination improved, not to mention
all the exercise I was getting on a
regular basis.

- Erika

Poi was an important healing force
for me. It wasn’t too physically demanding, yet it let me get range of
motion and coordination at my own
pace. It got me off the couch without hurting me, it cheered me up, it
gave me a chance to laugh at myself
a lot, and it was great for my confidence and mood. And SO fun.

- Robbie

"

Now my bursitis in one shoulder is
gone. My muscle memory, peripheral vision, coordination, physical exercise, stamina, and some chest and
arm muscles have increased. Poi is
also a great form of mediation. I will
be a poi boy for life.

- Neil

Ready to Spin
Your Health Around?
SpinPoi's goal is to support individuals and organisations that
would like to work with poi to improve health and wellbeing.
Our evidence based resources and expertise will ensure you have the knowledge, skills, and confidence
to implement sustainable poi/health programs. In addition, SpinPoi is committed to reducing the
inequity in Māori health outcomes and to working collaboratively with whānau, hapū, iwi and Māori
communities to ensure our products and services are culturally appropriate, responsive to the diverse
realities of Māori, and will directly benefit the Māori community.

Videos
Whether you’re looking to start your own poi program or would just like to play
around with some fun moves at home, our videos are a perfect way to get started.
From our full Poi Fundamentals course to our easy to follow routine tutorials, we
have videos to support those of all ages and abilities on their poi journey.

Guides
Our digital and print guides are an
excellent resource for learning the
fundamentals of poi and how to
become a confident poi/wellbeing
facilitator. They cover a range of
topics such as how to make poi, how
to structure a poi session, and best
practices for ensuring everyone can
participate safely, featuring easy to
follow diagrams throughout.

Workshops
Our workshops are packed with research, videos, and a hands-on poi experience
that will leave you feeling refreshed and ready to spin your health around. We offer
a number of courses such as our Poi For Your Health 1-hour seminar, our Facilitator
Training courses, and our SpinPoi Certification Course. In addition, we are happy to
create a custom course just for you. Whether you are looking to bring poi to your
local pre-school, want a new way to relax and de-stress, or are looking for a way to
bring your team at work together, we've got you covered.

All our workshops can be offered virtually or in-person,
and can be fully customized to meet your needs.

Certification
Become a Certified SpinPoi Instructor and join
the global community of poi and wellbeing leaders.
Becoming a certified SpinPoi instructor will give you the credibility and resources you
need to facilitate safe and engaging poi sessions and be a leader in the field. You will
gain access to exclusive resources to help you on your journey, such as the SpinPoi
certified instructors forum, poi routines from other instructors across the globe, music play lists, presentation slides, and more. Our certifications are completely entirely
online, so anyone, anywhere, can join in.

The SpinPoi Team
Kate Riegle van West
Founder, CEO
Dr. Riegle van West is an interdisciplinary
researcher, artist, and scientist with a passion
for play and wellbeing. Kate completed the
first scientific research and PhD on the effects
of poi on health at the University of Auckland,
and received the Future Leader Award from
the Royal Society of New Zealand for her work
in this field. Kate is passionate about working
with poi as a therapeutic tool, and has helped
health care and aged care organisations across
the globe implement successful poi programs.
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Advisor
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Cathy Stinear

Paora is Kaihautu Tikanga (Te reo
me nga tikanga Maori leader) at Nga
Pae o te Maramatanga and, professional teaching fellow in Maori Studies at the University of Auckland,
leader of Te Ropu Manutaki.

Orquidea is the National Diversional Therapist for Summerset, President of the New Zealand Society of
Diversional & Recreational Therapists Inc., and a registered and qualified Diversional Therapist.

Cathy is the Director of the Brain
Research Clinic at the Centre for
Brain Research, Director of the Clinical Neuroscience Laboratory, and
Professor in the Department of Medicine at the University of Auckland.
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Pania is a lawyer and activist with a
degree in law and health sciences,
and co-founder of Save Our Unique
Landscape.

Crystal is a Maori medium educator,
a social entrepreneur, and the first
te reo Maori speaking hospital play
specialist at the Starship Hospital.

Shay is a social entrepreneur, speaker, and strategist. He co-founded
Te Whare Hukahuka and Nuku Ltd.
and helped establish Teach First NZ.
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Start Your Journey Today
We would be delighted to discuss how SpinPoi can
work together with you and/or your organisation to
help improve health and wellbeing, one orbit at a
time. Please don't hesitate to get in touch:

info@spinpoi.com
+64 21 0200 5965
www.spinpoi.com
@spinpoi

It’s time for the world to follow New
Zealand back to the practice of poi,
and forward to a healthier future.

Ka mua, ka muri.

